Residential Dumping Policies

This EPA-approved facility is one of the most efficient Transfer Stations in the area and features a daily capacity of 3,000 tons, computerized weighing scales and highly efficient operators. Operating hours for residential dumping are Monday through Saturday from 9 am to 3 pm.

Cleveland residents with proof of residency can dump 4 times a year free of charge using a non-commercial vehicle.

Required for Proving Residency:

- Ohio driver’s license or State of Ohio identification card
- City of Cleveland utility bill

Ineligible for Residential dumping:

- **Vehicle restrictions:** non-passenger vehicles; vehicles with commercial or dealer plates; box, cargo or step vans; enclosed U-haul type vehicles; vehicles with mounted holding or ladder racks; truck with altered side boards, pickup or dump trucks; vehicles with business signs or phone numbers; stake body vehicles

- **Trailer restrictions:** enclosed trailer, trailer larger than 4x8 feet, trailer pulled by a commercial vehicle, or trailer altered with sideboards

- **Refuse:** Materials inconsistent with residential trash (see list below), refuse over one foot above truck or trailer sidewalls

- **Disposer:** Has already dumped four times within the present year; cannot provide Ohio driver’s license, state identification card, or utility bill proving City of Cleveland residency; is a City of Cleveland landlord who is not a Cleveland resident.

Prohibited Materials

- Brick
- Dirt
- Concrete
- Cinder block
- Auto parts
- Drums or barrels
- Hazardous material
- Waste containing liquids
- Materials violating EPA regulations

*NOTE: A trailer and vehicle loaded simultaneously constitutes two loads*